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Hourly Wages Calculation
Solve the following.

1. How much will Jennifer earn if she earns $6.00 for each hour worked, works 102 hours, and  
has payroll deductions of $67.32?

2. If Paul earns $1,237.97 after deductions of $369.78 and after working 109 hours what is the  
hourly rate?

3. How much will Brian earn if he earns $11.75 per hour and works 138 hours?

4. If Janet earns $2,268.00 after working 144 hours what is the hourly rate?

5. Michele baby-sat for 73 hours over two weeks. She earned $7.75 an hour. What was her gross  
pay?

6. Sharon's gross pay is $311.50. After deductions of 11% what is her net pay?

7. Steven's net pay is $243.00 after deductions of $81.00. He makes $13.50 per hour. How many  
hours did he work?

8. What is David's net pay if he earns $9.50 for each hour worked, works 66 hours, and has  
payroll deductions of 28%?

9. If Billy earns $639.54 after deductions of $201.96 and after working 66 hours what is the hourly  
rate?

10. Audrey's gross pay is $322.50. After deductions of 26% what is her net pay?
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Hourly Wages Calculation
Solve the following.

1.

$544.68

How much will Jennifer earn if she earns $6.00 for each hour worked, works 102 hours, and  
has payroll deductions of $67.32?

2.

$14.75

If Paul earns $1,237.97 after deductions of $369.78 and after working 109 hours what is the  
hourly rate?

3.

$1,621.50

How much will Brian earn if he earns $11.75 per hour and works 138 hours?

4.

$15.75

If Janet earns $2,268.00 after working 144 hours what is the hourly rate?

5.

$565.75

Michele baby-sat for 73 hours over two weeks. She earned $7.75 an hour. What was her gross  
pay?

6.

$277.24

Sharon's gross pay is $311.50. After deductions of 11% what is her net pay?

7.

24 hours

Steven's net pay is $243.00 after deductions of $81.00. He makes $13.50 per hour. How many  
hours did he work?

8.

$451.44

What is David's net pay if he earns $9.50 for each hour worked, works 66 hours, and has  
payroll deductions of 28%?

9.

$12.75

If Billy earns $639.54 after deductions of $201.96 and after working 66 hours what is the hourly  
rate?

10.

$238.65

Audrey's gross pay is $322.50. After deductions of 26% what is her net pay?
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